
Background and Publications 
 

From a scientific point of view, it is essential that we establish a knowledge base about the 

measurement quality of survey data. For years, survey researchers have argued with their critics 

about the quality of survey data without any strong factual basis, but new data resources and 

modeling strategies now make it possible to assess the quality of survey measures. The website 

contains information focusing on an approach to evaluating one aspect of the quality of survey 

data—the reliability or consistency of measurement. The project draws upon the insights of the 

burgeoning research literature on survey methodology developed over the past two decades, which 

has devoted new attention to the information gathering process in surveys. 

In recent years, a better understanding has been gained of the sources of measurement error 

in surveys: specifically, the attributes of survey questions; the cognitive processes of information 

transmission and retrieval; the motivational context of the interview setting; and the response 

framework in which the information is then transmitted. Until recently, little effort has been 

undertaken to systematically quantify the nature and extent of measurement error in the types of 

measures typically employed in commonly used population surveys, and therein lies the 

significance of the present research.  

This research focuses on the reliability of measurement in social surveys. There has been 

much written about the sources of measurement errors in surveys and best practices in developing 

high quality survey questionnaires. The overarching goal of this project is to establish a factual 

basis for conjectures that exist in the survey methods literature concerning the attributes of good 

survey questions. The project builds a publicly accessible data base of information for roughly 

1,200 questions representative of typical questions used in social science surveys. The data base, 

developed on the basis of ten nationally (or regionally) representative panel studies, contains 

estimates of question-specific reliabilities, along with detailed coding of attributes of the questions 

(e.g. content, response formats, and question length), which can be used to evaluate the optimal 

properties of survey questions with respect to levels of measurement error. Through an analysis of 

the reliability information and the attributes of survey questions from several large-scale panel 

studies, practical suggestions are made about the attributes of survey questions that will improve 

the quality of survey data. In addition, this reliability database will be posted onto a a publicly 

available website. This strategy will provide researchers easy access to the data base for purposes 

of evaluating the reliability of a range of typical questions in common use in survey research. 

The broader impact of this research is to significantly increase the social science research 

infrastructure by providing a publicly available data base on reliability estimates for a 

representative pool of survey questions. Given that survey measurement is a key ingredient in the 

majority of social science research, the broader impact of the proposed research lies in its 

contribution to the uses of virtually all types of survey data, which can be evaluated in terms of the 

results of this study. The research adds to our current knowledge by making the reliability 

estimates obtained in the prior NSF-supported research, along with the extension proposed here, 

available to the public in a manner that allows users to search, filter or query the data base in 

investigating the question reliability of types of survey questions of interest. Thus, the long-range 

goal of the proposed project to create a public archive of the levels of reliability for the typical 

kind information gathering approaches used in surveys can have an impact on the development of 

survey questions for new surveys, as well as increase our understanding of the quality of existing 

surveys.  
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